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High720pVollbindFulllscreensszofallRand This website uses cookies to make sure you get the best experience on our website. For more information Defend Your Nuts 2 is a sequel to one of the funniest shooting games on Friv, the first to protect your nuts. In this second installment, you will once again
help the little squirrel guard of this delicious nuts. Shoot at the incoming waves of enemies and do not let them reach your base. As in the prequel, your character begins with a simple bow. Upgrade your weapons to make attacks more powerful. Press and hold the left mouse button and then release it to
launch the projectile. Hover over ammunition and coins to pick them up. Click on the bags to collect the loot at the end of each level. You will earn some interesting things such as gold, new weapons, or even more characters. Place henchmen and walls around your base, they will help you in defense and
can also be updated. Press 1,2,3,4 numerical keys to switch between available weapons. Try to kill all enemies in time. By unlocking achievements, completing tasks. Can you protect your nuts in this brilliant Friv game? (Total: 219 Average: 4.4/5) Help to keep the red squirrel nuts, which stock it prepared
for the winter. You won't speculate at all which of the villains wants them to take away. Yes, these are the walking dead - zombies and their flying friends are huge bees. The only way they can be stopped is to shoot a bow to see an arrow swipe his head. Do not give a chance to vile creations to get closer
to the tree on which the defender settled. The number of arrows in the squirrel is not limited, so run them without regretting. Work in the game with your mouse. Pull the bow and shoot by pressing the left mouse button. The goal right in the zombie's head was that it was more reliable. Protect your nuts
This entry has been posted in animals. The laying of the permafroska. Today dear friends we bring one of the most interesting and funny games from the category shooting and animal. Today dear friends you will have to make sure that you can get points by protecting all your nuts because you will have
a little protein here on our website and you dear friends should make sure that you will be able to get points by shooting your arrows at the zombies, which means that you will have to stay focused because you will have to make sure that you and the squire from this game are going to get a lot of points.
Even if it won't be easy at all because you have to make sure you can have a great time and that you will have a lot of points towards the end of each level and every zombie wave. Have fun! SIMILAR CATEGORIES Games of ability Action games Adventure games Boys game Shooting game Copyright
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